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This report summarises feedback received through patient questionnaires completed since early 2011, both in the
Practice and online. The aim is to highlight suggestions or improvements patients have asked for and the actions we are
taking in response. In many areas patients are happy with the service we provide but there some areas where many of
those who completed the survey think things could be better.

If you have not completed the survey you can still do so by visiting www.willesboroughhealthcentre.co.uk. This is an
ongoing exercise and not a one-off activity. We continue to be interested in your views and will publish further reports.

In total there were 172 responses. There was a good range of responses from different age groups and from patients who
see the doctor regularly and those who visit only occasionally. In addition patients have been able to leave ideas in our
suggestion box within the Surgery and in October 2011 we had Patient Participation events at which all were invited to
give their views on any matters concerning the service they receive from the Practice.

All of this feedback has been discussed with our Patient Participation Group which meets once every two months and
within the Practice involving both clinical and administrative staff.

Overall the feedback on our clinical staff’s ability to put patients at ease, listen, involve them in decisions and explain
symptoms and treatments was very good. Patients have made suggestions or raised queries concerned the following
areas;

 Telephone access
 Availability of appointments
 Opening times
 Availability of information regarding other services
 Car parking
 Facilities in the waiting room
 Waiting times for GP appointments

www.willesboroughhealthcentre.co.uk


Area of service Queries/concerns raised Response

Telephone access; general
availability, telephone consultations,
queuing

 Difficult to get through at various
times of day, especially in the
morning.

 Queuing system not informative
– how long will I have to wait?
Sends me round in a loop,

 Can’t always get to speak to GP
over the phone

 Our telephone system allows us
to monitor call flows more
closely and we try to allocate
more staff to take calls when
necessary. Average waiting
times on the appointments line
are between 80 seconds and 2
minutes depending on the day
and time of year, although
clearly some wait longer. There
may also be improvements from
possible changes to the
appointments set up (see
below)

 We have recently modified the
queuing system to prevent the
perception that patients are in a
loop. We have not included a
‘you are in queue position…’
message as this can be
misleading. While some calls
can be dealt with in 20 seconds
others can take several minutes
therefore a queue position of 1
might mean you wait less than
30 seconds or for 3-4 minutes.
We have the option to include
this on a trial basis however.



 The GPs have allotted slots into
which messages can be left
during the day. Where patients
can give as much detail as
possible the GP can triage to
assess the urgency. As part of
our review of the appointment
set up we are looking at setting
up guaranteed call back times
where agreed with the patient
on a pre-book basis (i.e. a
patient could book a telephone
consultation just as they can
pre-book a face to face
appointment)

Availability of appointments; same
day, prebookable, seeing preferred GP

 Difficulty getting a same day
appointment

 Prebooking appointments with
preferred GP – especially when
that GP has asked me to come
and see them

 We have a set ratio of on the
day to pre-bookable
appointments (two thirds to one
third) per day. Our rota is also
designed to ensure we have
more GPs on busier days
(usually Mondays and Fridays).
However we are looking at a
revamped appointments system
in response to patient feedback
and the growing need for all
Practices to address the
increased number of
attendances at A&E – which is a
more expensive service for the



NHS. Half of A&E attendances
occur while GP Practices are
open. Currently patients asking
for a same day appointment are
given one by the Receptionist
where available. The priority is
to try and ensure that those
patients with a genuine need to
be seen on the day get to see a
GP and therefore we are
assessing a triage system
involving clinicians for all on the
day requests. Our current
typical weekly quota of
appointments per thousand
patients is in line with national
guidance but the slots are not
always being used most
effectively.

 As part of the above review we
may revert to extending the
length of time ahead for which
appointments may be pre-
booked (currently two weeks).

Opening times  Response to suggestions for
additional opening times –
Evenings and weekends

 The Practice already offers
evening pre-bookable
appointments on Monday and
Wednesday evenings of which
some patients may be unaware.
There are currently 26 of these
a week. The Practice has



offered Saturday morning
surgeries in the past. Outside of
our core hours (0800-1830)
Practices who provide additional
sessions do so under an
optional ‘enhanced service’ from
the Primary Care Trust. This is a
limited source of income which
has been cut in recent years.
However, in reviewing plans for
urgent care/A&E attendance it is
quite possible that one or more
Practices within the Ashford
area will take it in turns to open
on Saturdays to see patients
from across the locality as an
alternative to A&E as this will
save money which could in turn
be reinvested in other primary
care services. This will not
address concerns about seeing
a preferred GP on a Saturday
and individual Practices need to
make decisions about whether
and when to offer ‘out of hours’
appointments. Our core hours
are currently defined by our
GMS contract therefore
financially we can only offer
additional appointments at
certain time either mornings,



evenings or weekends.

Other services  Lack of information on other
services available in the waiting
room

 There is a great deal of
literature available and we
display only about half of that
which we are sent, otherwise
the waiting room would be
swamped! However, it is a good
point that this is not best
displayed. We will sift through
this information and display it
better in the waiting room. It is
also the case that other sources
of information should be used,
e.g. TV screen providing health
information while patients wait.
We have an in-house system
that will be updated to provide a
rolling presentation on useful
information. On a wider theme,
all Practices are required now to
start providing a ‘Directory of
Services’, a full list of all the
core and enhanced services
they offer. This DOS will be
used by the new 111 service
(replacing NHS Direct in 2013)
when directing patients to
providers in their locality.

Car parking  Lack of space to park on certain
days, potentially dangerous with

 The car park is not big enough
to deal with demand at some



cars parked in unofficial spaces times of the week. This problem
was exacerbated when we lost
our staff car park when the
barns next door were sold for
development. We are taking
action to address potential
safety issues and have asked
the Highways agency to review
the road outside Lloyds
Pharmacy with a view to putting
down yellow lines to prevent
parking on and near the corner
entrance to The Wickets. We
have also investigated the
possibility of expanding our
existing parking area but are
hampered by cost and
availability of land for which
appropriate permission could be
obtained.

Waiting room  A bit scruffy  Largely cosmetic, most of the
seating is recently recovered or
new. There is a need for some
fresh paint on all the walls and
this will be addressed in Spring
2012.

Patient Registration/Practice
boundary

 Unclear rules on who can
register

 Practice boundaries remain in
place but it is ultimately at the
discretion of the Practice
whether a patient living outside
of the boundary can register and



whatever requirements we have
in order to register someone are
applied consistently to all. The
main consideration is whether
the patient lives within a
reasonable distance to conduct
a home visit.

Waiting times to see the GP  Waiting 20-30 minutes after
appointment time to see GP

 Overall, responses to the
questionnaire thought waiting
times were reasonable but there
were a few comments about
having to wait too long. Most
standard consultations are 10
minutes but a GP’s session will
include a combination of pre-
booked and on the day
appointments. They do not
know what many of the patients
are going to present with and
have to exercise their clinical
judgement if 10 minutes is
simply not going to be enough
to examine and treat the patient.
We will be installing new
software on our patient self-
checkin machine one feature of
which is to advise whether and if
so how long a GP is running
late.




